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"Why has Mohammed, the founder of Islam, been called an arch-rogue and
a smart guy," the question has been posed to me, "when he has come, after
all, from a true line of prophets and has fulfilled, on the other hand, an extremely important task regarding the foundation of a religion and the fulfilment of a mission?" As one can glean from the same question also, it has
not been understood why Mohammed was called “not a real prophet" ("not
a real prophet" only refers to the fact that Mohammed supposedly was a
prophet of god/Allah, but truly he was a real prophet of the line of prophets
of Nokodemion [according to Billy from January 8, 2015]) even though he
is – in the line of prophets – recorded as Jmmanuel's spirit-form reincarnation.
Well then, these and similar questions indicate on the one hand that the persons posing the question have not thoroughly studied and thought over the
relevant texts, such as the "Talmud Jmmanuel" and "An Open Word", or else,
on the other hand, the texts mentioned have confusingly or incorrectly been
translated into another language by people who have not had the authority
to do so and without the required control that ought to be exercised by FIGU.
It is particularly the Americans who have the brazen impudence, characterlessness and indecency to translate various texts by BILLY/FIGU into the
English language without any permission and authorisation whatsoever, and
who falsify them, using totally incorrect terms for the various words. They
interweave lies, self-invented horror stories and fraudulent stories. All this
is done in addition to the fact that especially these Americans have the unbelievable indecency and impertinence also to present themselves as the
biggest swindlers, liars, cheaters, and incredibly dirty calumniators by stealing
the writings by Billy/FIGU and rewriting them into new and, moreover, mendacious stories with the unbelievable lie that these stories came about
through contacts of fine-material or coarse-material kind, together with
Plejaren, who would have handed over their messages on a physical or spir-
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itual basis, or transmitted them by some other means to contactees of American origin. However, these far from the truth, dirty American machinations
and stories, as well as the crazy claims (along with similar ones by other human
beings of Earth from other countries of our globe), are vehemently referred
to by the Plejaren, as infamous lies, deceptions and swindles, as the following
excerpt proves from a conversation with Ptaah, Jschwjsch (Jshwjsh) of three
planets and commander of a giant Plejaren spaceship, during the 232nd contact of November 17, 1989:
"Until today these (American) people, except for a few rational and indeed
truth-seeking human beings, have not yet learned to search for and find true
knowledge and real truth, true love and true, honest peace. A great many
human beings in America are only directed in their innermost towards profit
and might and indeed at any price, regardless of whether human lives, friendships or animals and nature are destroyed. That was also the case with Lee
Elders, who at first presented himself as the good sheep but soon changed
into the bad wolf. This holds true, too, for this W. R. whom you unfortunately
trusted, even though we had advised you against him. (Remark by Ptaah
and Billy from June 17, 2004: Unfortunately, after more than 20 years – in
the year 2004 – it turned out that, by different persons from Switzerland,
Lee Elders was very badly intrigued against and the truth was completely
perverted to his disadvantage.) And it is because of the majority of the Americans' thinking, living, feeling and acting in this same kind and wise, that we
were prohibited from ever contacting Americans, with the exception of a
single attempt; however that failed miserably as you know full well. Therefore, we have refrained from contacts with Americans, and will do so forever,
unless it would happen that this nation and its government and secret government changes completely and begins to live, think, feel and act according to
the laws of the Creation and the recommendations of the Creation. Yet, such
a prospect can only be expected in the most distant future; and as we know,
such a change cannot occur until nearly 1140 years will have passed. This
is why it is absolutely impossible for us to make or, indeed, maintain contact
with human beings in America or those who are originally from there. All of
America's way and lifestyle, feeling, acting and thinking of the major part of
its people have made it impossible for us, ever since the country's inception,
to be able to contact even one single person there. Contacts with Americans
by human beings from outside Earth have taken place only in a few cases,
which can, on one hand, be counted on the fingers of one hand while, on
the other hand, they took place with human beings from foreign stars whose
knowledge, wisdom and philosophies are of the least significance and have
no connection with the true truth of the creational teaching and its laws and

recommendations. Therefore, the world and its inhabitants may at least rest
assured, that no world-shaking wisdom, teachings, truths or even knowledge
could come from America, which would include grave changes for a better
life for the human beings of Earth that are in accordance with the Creation.
And in particular, no knowledge or wisdom or other things at all can come
from America that would originate from extraterrestrial human beings or
from intelligences of immaterial kind. With this, also all those Americans are
belied, along with all other fraudulent persons all over the world and around
the globe, who claim that they would have physical, spiritual, telepathic, visionary, or in any other form, contact with us. Such claims, referring to any
contacts with us, are only a malicious, profit-greedy, sick or simply a delusionlike web of lies, swindle and deception, because the only human being on
the planet Earth who maintains and has physical as well as telepathic, and
also other contacts, is you alone. The remaining three, however, who had
been chosen for it as well and whom you knew, unfortunately have departed
this life in an unforeseen accident. (Remark by Ptaah and Billy from June
17th, 2004: The third person was killed in an accident before he/she could
take over the task.) Also the malicious and profit-greedy claims that my
daughter Semjase is maintaining contacts with different human beings of
Earth or even with human beings from other worlds who supposedly live
on Earth – which, however, is nothing but an incredible lie –, this too corresponds to an infamous lie by might- and profit-demanding earthlings, as is a
characteristic of the likes of F. B. and R. B., along with many others. Semjase
has never made contact with any other human being of Earth other than
you, apart from a rather confusing and unforeseen encounter near Zahedan
in the Persian Desert where, through inattentiveness, she came upon a
woman from Germany called Else Schröder, which, however, took place many
years ago and lasted only a short time, and did not result in a real contact.
It still must be clarified too that absolutely no human beings or spirit-forms
or other powers of our allies of our Federation maintain any contacts with
human beings of Earth, neither 'accidentally' nor unconsciously or consciously,
so therefore neither in physical or telepathic, nor any other form. This is also
not the case with any human beings or spirit-forms settled in our immediate
sphere of life and who are not part of our federation or our peoples. Claims
to the contrary by some human beings of Earth, no matter from which region
throughout the world, correspond to nothing but conscious or unconscious
lies, crookery, and cheating, or they are simply profit-machinations that are
full of lies by liars, swindlers, cheaters, insane ones, those greedy for profit,
bumptious ones or those who consciously falsify the truth through their own
fanaticism, through hatred or steered by religious sects or governments
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which pursue plans for world domination, as is the case also with certain
terrestrial organisations that strive for world domination."

AIDS: THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE. By HATONN & ASHTAR
SURVIVAL IS ONLY THE FEET FROM HELL. By ASHTAR
AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL: I AM SANANDA
SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER. By HATONN
FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON. By ASHTAR
SATAN'S DRUMMERS: THE SECRET BEAT OF EVIL
THE RAINBOW MASTERS. By THE MASTERS
SIPAPU ODYSSEY. By DORUSIIKA MAERD
PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL. By HATONN
UFO CRASH AT AZTEC: A WELL KEPT SECRET
THE BRIDGE TO INFINITY-HARMONIC 371244. BRUCE CAINIE
CONVERSATIONS WITH NOSTRADAMUS. VOLUME I

Here ends the excerpt of the contact report that shows clearly and precisely
that so far not a single human being in America or elsewhere on Earth has
had contact with the Plejaren nor will they have any in the near or farther
future. This also shows that I, BILLY, am the only human being on Earth who
has ever had any contact or will ever have any contact with the Plejaren. All
those who claim the contrary, however, or claim that other human beings
on Earth or they themselves would have physical or spiritual contacts with
the Plejaren, no matter in what kind and wise this may be, are always only
very conscious, infamous, dirty, characterless and decenciless, depraved,
impertinent and morally dissolute, loathsome, miserable and contemptible
liars, swindlers and cheaters beyond compare. Amongst those who stand
out are especially Americans or those of American descent (however, people
from other countries, e.g., Germany, Australia, Japan, Spain, Italy, South America
and France, and so forth, fall into the same category of depravity, even though
they are not quite as blatant as Americans). Names such as B., and B., S.,
R., Andreas Schneider, J., G., G., M. P. and many others, are nothing unusual.
So are the names of those liars who deceitfully claim having contact with
or receiving messages from Ashtar Sheran. Some even name Jmmanuel
(alias Jesus Christ), as being one who allegedly transmits messages to them,
not to mention the messages coming from the levels of 'Arahat Athersata'
and 'Petale', as those liars claim who have the audacity to write and publish
unbelievably impertinent and mendacious horror stories that can derive of
course, as usual, only from America and from conscienceless Americans
who allege that their stories have been transmitted directly by Jmmanuel
(who is, at the present time, reincarnated as a new personality in Europe
and very well known to us and the Plejaren), who would never spread such
lies, let alone transmit messages to contact-Mauscheler. The same applies
also to the fictitious SANANDA and the supposed Commander Gyeorgos
Ceres Hatonn. Apropos, these are two completely unknown, nonexistent
names in the entire planetary region of the Plejaren and all planetary, galaxial
and solar regions of the territory of the Plejaren-Federation which encompasses many millions of light years in the material as well as spiritual realms;
neither can these names be found in the regions of Lyra and Vega (Wega)
etc., with the exception of some parts of Earth and in the brains of lunatics
and liars, as well as swindlers and cheaters:
SPACE GATE: THE VEIL REMOVED. By HATONN

Well, this should be enough on the subject of contact-Mauscheler, swindlers
and cheaters, so now a word has to be spoken about the questions concerning Mohammed. As has already been mentioned, such questions can only
come about when the texts have not been read thoroughly, not truly studied,
and not really worked out in detail. On the other hand, however, there may
very well be many things that have become so falsified and incomprehensible
in other languages through incorrect translations, that erroneous conclusions
are drawn and misunderstandings result from them.
So for once there shall be recited by copying that, which was said about the
history of Mohammed, his work, his knowledge, his mission and his activities,
etc., by Jmmanuel in the TALMUD, in chapter 30, page 226, verses 11–63:
11. Then Jmmanuel raised his voice and spoke: “Truly, as it is written by the
true prophets of old, that I am the King of Wisdom of the god-believers,
so that does hit the truth, but I am also the true prophet of the humankinds on Earth.
12. However, truthly I am not the prophet of you, the confused god-believers,
who are called the sons of Zion, you who restrict the woman and also
your daughters from performing in your cult (reject the women and
daughters in relation to offices in the cult), because you have made the
cult only for the man, as you carry it further, so it will also be in the new
cults (Christianity/Islam), which some (various ones) will make from my
teaching and the teaching of the new true prophet Muhammad.
13. And just as you exclude the woman and your daughters from the cult,
you hit (beat) and torment (mistreat) them in malice in your home (at
home) and openly dishonour and humiliate them before the people, likewise you will also do to me.
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14. And as you do so to the woman, the man will do it to the end of the world
(all around the world, all over the world), because you have taught him
so, consequently it will remain like that until the far time (future).
15. And it is you yourselves, who break the laws and create terribleness
among the human beings, because you determine about life and death
for the man, therefore you go along and order that this man or the other
shall be punished with the death, because he broke one of the laws
that was determined by you.
16. However, you do the same with the woman, therefore you allow her to
be stoned when she breaks a certain law that was determined by you.
17. And as you do to the man and to the woman, because you enjoy it and
you want to prove your dominance with it, so your wrong doing is also
passed on to the new cults (Christianity and Islam), which will, in a
slandering (calumnious) form and entirely in deception (lie), be made
from my teaching.
18. What you do to the man and to the woman in punishment with the death,
how you gruesomely handle the death (inflict capital punishment) and
stone your victims or allow them to be killed by other means, it will
equally be carried further to the new cults (Christianity/Islam) far into
the new time (the New Time from 1844).
19. Truly, as your cult is written with much blood of the human being, also
through the new cults (Christianity/Islam) the fullness (amount) of blood
will flow like the water in the stream/brook, because my teaching and that
of the coming prophet Muhammad will be badly falsified, because truly
also he will teach love and consonance, peace and freedom, thus honour
and dignity for the woman in the same right as for the man (equality,
equal value, equal rights and comprehensive equal rights in all things).
20. And everything happens because mine and also the new prophet’s (Muhammad/Mohammed) ‘Teaching of the Prophets’ will be falsified, the
teaching which truly has, since time immemorial, been taught as the
‘Teaching of the Truth, Teaching of the Spirit, Teaching of the Life’ as the
teaching of the love, teaching of the peace and teaching of the consonance (harmony), so that no hatred and no falseness and no war and no
death with Gewalt shall be given.
21. However, as you rule and judge over man and woman with death, because they have broken certain laws, you create hatred and unpeace
and also hostility, however, also lovelessness, evil discipline (coercion
and Gewalt) and war and inexorability (revenge and retaliation).
22. And as you let the light of the world, the woman, to be stoned and do
not appreciate and honour her in dignity and do not give (grant) her the
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

same rights, from whom you are born after all, so you raise yourselves
in outrageous deliberateness (boastfulness) above the woman, and
yourself up to highest heights and believe that you are your fabulated
(invented, fantasised) god yourselves.
Therefore only a true man will respect the woman in her full value and
honour her in dignity and do her good and treat her in equality (equal rights,
equal value, equality), so he does not place himself above the woman.
Truly, as you brood of adders have made your god-cult to a cult for the
man and you have made the woman unthinkable (excluded) for tasks
(from offices) in the cult, and as this will also be the case in new cults
(Christianity/Islam), which are made in falseness out of mine and the
new prophet Muhammad’s teaching, so it will be that the woman will
still achieve her rights in the new time (the New Time).
And also each of my female disciples goes forth and fights for her right,
thus also to them is given my authority to teach my teaching, which is
the ‘Teaching of the Prophets’, therefore they do not heed the bending
(subjugation) through you and through the man broadly (in general).
The woman is the light of the world, which shines for the love and the
peace, as well as for the freedom and the consonance (harmony), so
she shall be honoured and appreciated, because there are only a few
amongst them who equally act in malice and in ruling and in getting out
of being human (Ausartung), as you and all evil lords (rulers) and each
man, who falls prey to the demonic (acts of Gewalt).
As the woman today is made unthinkable (excluded from) in open duties
and rights and in the law and she is held down (oppressed) in it by you,
because you wield a dominance (mastery) of Gewalt over her, because
you also only recognise the dominance (mastery) of the man, the woman
will nevertheless gain significance (esteem, strength, influence, might).
This will happen when the prophet of the new time (the New Time as
of 1844) comes and speaks for the woman and her right, so, at that
time, the woman will stand up and go (fight) against the unthinkable
(the exclusion) from her rights through the man.
But only very far into the new time (in the further future of the New Time)
will the woman come to her rights to the full extent, when she stands
above the dominance (mastery) and Gewalt of the man, so she then brings
true love and peace, as well as freedom and consonance (harmony) to
the world.
Therefore, in the far time (future) the woman will break the exclusive
dominance (mastery), which is given by the man, so the woman will free
herself and will no longer be subservient to the man.
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31. Woman and man together shall then be companioness and companion
with equal rights in all things (equal value, equality and equal rights).
32. Therefore, may already today each woman and each man go forth so
that already today the foundation is laid for it and my word will be fulfilled,
which is based on the old words of the true prophets, who also taught
that the human being will only get better in his/her inner nature (inner
core nature), if he/she arduously studies the ‘Teaching of the Prophets’,
which is also called ‘Teaching of the Truth, Teaching of the Spirit, Teaching
of the Life’.
33. You brood of adders however, you Pharisees, Sadducees, high priests and
scribes, do not esteem the teaching, because you slander (calumniate)
it and teach lies to the people so that they are led wrongly and cling to
a hazy picture (delusion), which you call god.
34. Truly, I say to you, it will happen as I say, because you do everything
for my word to be fulfilled.
35. Truly, I say to you: So as you beat me and mock me for my words and the
teaching, which I told you and taught to the people, you shall be beaten
and mocked by those, who you have been subjugating since time immemorial and whose land you and your forefathers have stolen.
36. And it will be in coming times (origination of the Islam) that you will suffer
for it when those true (rightful) owners of the land, who were disowned
and subjugated by you, begin to rise up against you and you will be fought
against right up into the time to come (future).
37. Namely a new proclaimer arises in the near country (Saudi Arabia) as
true prophet (Muhammad); and through his zealous (fanatical) throngs
and their descendants you will be scourged through laws of falseness,
because also his teaching of the truth and love and the spirit and the
life, which also corresponds to the ‘Teaching of the Prophets’, will be
maliciously falsified and a truth-falsifying cult will originate from it, as it
also will happen with my teaching, because the entire horde of the Pharisees and the council and the Sadducees and the scribes want it so.
38. And just as you Pharisees and scribes and Sadducees and your likeminded people have been hated by other peoples since time immemorial, so it will also continue in the coming time (future).
39. Consider your vanity (self-aggrandisment) and your outrageous overbearingness (imperiousness) and your being-good conceitedness (exaggerated opinion of oneself = wanting to be better than others), therefore also your haughtiness towards those who are not of your confused
god-belief, because therethrough you have, since time immemorial,
created hate against you.

40. Therefore you and your sometimes (partially) like-minded and sometimes
(partially) blameless (innocent) descendants will be hated and persecuted far into the new time (the New Time from 1844) and beyond that,
because of your self-love (hubris) and contemptuousness; therefore
you and your descendants will be scourged with your honour and dignity
and with unpeace and with your blood.
41. Thus it will also be that other peoples with other cults and authorities,
which are tyrannical and craving for bloody deeds (murder) and hatred,
will arise against you and your distant descendants.
42. Thus it will be that quite a few might-greedy ones in great number (that
many) rise up in zealous (fanatical) hatred.
43. And thus it will happen that, due to your actions, many of those people
who are guided into the unreal go against (commit revenge and retaliation) your blameless (innocent) descendants, hence strive to kill them
(attempts on their lives will be made).
44. So it will be in the new time in multiple thousand-fold number of thousand
times thousand times thousand (milliards/billions) that, in war and zealous (fanatical) hatred, they are threatened by pursuit (persecution) and
cruelty (torture) and bloody deed (murder) in terribleness.
45. And their goods (goods and chattels) and their wealth, as well as the
gold out of their mouths, will be stolen, and in many cases for a long
time their fear and their terribleness will find no end (holocaust).
46. Thus it will also be that many a blameless (innocent) farther descendant
flees into the wide world, so that he/she saves his/her unveiled (naked)
life.
47. However, they will not be given dangerlessness (safety), because even
long after the atrocities some (many) zealots (fanatics), come forth from
the war of hatred and of frenzy (insanity), therefore unto the end of the
world (world-wide) further bloody deed (murder) and destruction and
terror and lawlessness (anarchy) reigns because of them.
48. And through every one of your descendants, who like-mindedly acts
like you, if he/she like-mindedly acts in lowness (villainy) like you, henceforth also blamelessly (innocently) your entire kind (people) suffers up
into the far time to come (future), thus much suffering and pain and
death and destruction blamelessly (innocently) comes over the entire
people.
49. Since time immemorial you have made your kind (people) to god-believers and taught your followers (successors) and countless descendants
among the people hatred, and all other kinds of evil and terrible things
against others, who did not pay homage to your god, because they wor-
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50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

shipped other gods, or because they did not want to be connected to
any god, which is why you bloatedly (contemptuously) call them unbelievers (heathens).
However, so it will also be in the coming time (future), that each of your
close and distant descendants falls into hatred if he/she does the same
as you brood of adders and vipers, you, who have given yourselves up
in some wise to your wrong god-belief, and who debase (disregard,
trample under foot) the true laws and recommendations of the love and
the life, therefore also those of the peace and the freedom, the rightfulness (fairness) and of the consonance (harmony).
Truly, truly, I say to you: whoever bloats himself/herself up against others
(behaves contemptuous towards others) will be met with hatred and
peacelessness and disgruntlement (discontent), therefore, because of
your falseness, it has been affecting you since time immemorial and
blamelessly (innocently) also your kind (people); and so it will be until
the far time, therefore, due to your guilt the blameless (innocent) descendants of your kind (people) will have to take much sorrow and pain
and also death and destruction upon themselves.
Due to your guilt your kind (people) will be stricken with evil grievance
and pressing foreordination (destiny) until the far time to come (future),
because you are the creators (formers) of all terrible things through
which your kind (people) will suffer until the far time and also all blameless ones (innocent ones) will be affected by it.
The new true prophet will bring and teach a new teaching which especially leads to the release (recovery) of the truthly teaching, thus he
thereby will be recognised as true prophet.
However, you and your like-minded ones from your kind (people) will
be disparagingly (badly) scarred for a long time through the false teaching, which will be made, in malicious falsehood, out of his true ‘Teaching
of the Prophets’, as will happen with my true teaching, which I taught
and which will be falsified as well.
It will, however, be, you Pharisees and Sadducees and also you scribes
that through your guilt, in the coming time and far into the new time,
in great numbers many a blameless one (innocent one) of your kind
(people) suffers and loses his/her goods (goods and chattels) and his/her
riches, or gets killed.
Even though, according to your confused assertion, the new prophet
will be deemed not a real prophet – just as you insult me of the same
falseness – and he brings the true ‘Teaching of the Prophets’ anew,
whereby, however, you do not recognise it as true and it appears as a
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57.

58.

59.

60.

61.
62.

63.

confused teaching to you, he is still a true prophet and he has great
knowledge.
And it will happen that maliciously his teaching will also be falsified, therefore unright, hatred and stalking (persecution) and bloody deed (murder)
arise from it, because due to the falsification of his teaching, right up
to the new time (the New Time), a new and again a new horde of zealots
(fanatics) will come forth.
Thus it will be that up to the end of the world (world-wide) your kind
(people) will be scourged and threatened (terrorised) through cultic (religious and sectarian) confused and zealous (fanatical) throngs; thus it will
be up to the far time to come (future) and in the new time (the New
Time from 1844).
So it will be, because his true ‘Teaching of the Prophets’ will be falsified
terribly and from that, in a wrong wise, irrationality and persecution and
hatred will be taught, regardless (of the fact) that he will only teach love
and peace and also freedom and consonance (harmony), as it is given
through the old ‘Teaching of the Prophets’.
His name will be Muhammad, and his name will be horror for your kind
(people), because you have brought misery and death since the old
times and will continue to do so in new times, therefore you will be
ostracised through always newly arising zealous (fanatical) throngs,
through whom death and destruction will be spread, as everything arises
from the confused falsified teaching, which will maliciously be made
from the true ‘Teaching of the Prophets’ of the true prophet.
Truly, truly, I say to you: His name will be horror for you and also for your
descendants.
Because through you yourselves and through your guilt the hatred towards
you and towards your kind (people) increases, because you stoke up
hatred in your kind (people) and because you lead your close and farther
descendants with blood and destruction against them and thus the land
is fought about, therefore it will be without peace for a very long time.
As he as a true prophet, but according to you and your descendants will
be called ‘not a real prophet’ and, according to your sense, brings a teaching that seems confused and incomprehensible to you – how I also
taught the same teaching – the cult (religion, sect) arising in falseness
out of mine and his teaching shall someday be finished, as well as your
cult, when his kind (people) and your kind (people) lay the foundation
to the end as well, because also his teaching will be badly twisted and
falsified and ends in an evil and false cult (religion, sect).
Translation of the TJ sentences: Vibka Wallder, Australia
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Furthermore, it is written on pages 184–189, verses 1353–1382, and pages
195–201, verses 1392–1425, of the book "An Open Word":
1362.
1353. If someone scrutinises the teachings of the most diverse founders
of cult-religions, he/she will notice that the teachings of these cultreligions have all been consistently directed against the prevalent
political and religious trends of their times.
1354. Without exception, this total negation of the spirit of the time has led
to violent fights and to bloody battles and happenings of all kinds.
1355. It often seemed as though entire countries should be exterminated
and consumed in fire and vapour of blood.
1356. But again and again the new cult teachings triumphed because their
enemies and other negators were simply eradicated, bumped off and
brutally slaughtered.
1357. In the event that the cults' founders and their fanatical followers could
not accomplish this task on their own, they received help from government troops, for only too often were fanatical cult followers found
in no time at all within the governments or were brought in from
elsewhere, as is the case today, to serve as murderers for the cultfounders.
1358. The remaining opponents, shrunken to a negligible minority, saw
themselves forced into flight or submissive surrender.
1359. How incredible Akhenaten's new teaching of monotheism must have
sounded in his days, to which the Egyptians surrendered only under
duress, and from which they became estranged again after Akhenaten's death.
1360. It was the same monotheism that the Hebrews, a gypsy-like tribe,
accepted when it was offered to them by Moses, and found fertile
soil amongst this would-be people that who not have its own religion
until this time, and that was always eager to acquire one.
1361. If already in the times of Moses his monotheism, borrowed from Akhenaten, appeared monster-like to the Jewish people, then what a very
strange effect Jmmanuel's new teaching must have had upon these
peoples when he preached the teaching of the spirit approximately
1500 years later; because this teaching went against the Creationslandering irrational teachings and against pathological craving for
might, avariciousness, against all vices, blood-demanding laws and
recommendations of the Israelites, against all badness, torture, unhumaneness, against all Ausartung, against murder and manslaughter,
inbreeding and whoring, and the materialism, which had always been
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a characteristic of the Israelites and had resulted in unequalled excesses
when compared to those of any other peoples.
How very strange Jmmanuel's spirituality must also have appeared to
the materialistic Israelites versus their exaggerated worldliness and their
ensuing licentious life, which was also a characteristic of the tyrannical
Romans under whose harsh rule the Jews lived at that time.
And how monster-like Jmmanuel's teaching must have appeared to
all of them, for it prohibited the people from joining in incestuous form
amongst themselves, because it is said through the laws, from the
origination of the universe, that fathers were not allowed to copulate
with their daughters, nor sons with their sisters and mothers, and
therefore they were not allowed to practice sexual intercourse, as
was the case amongst the Israelites until well after Jmmanuel's days
(which, however understandably, is strictly denied today by various
fronts).
In the Israelite people where the rule of the evil and slandering every
human dignity was predominant, Jmmanuel's message of the spirit
must have sounded like bloody mockery in the ears of this perverted
people that has always been, since its formation, only lustfully and
with dripping flews trembling and moaning for might, revenge, murder
and fulfilment of pleasure in every form.
However, as monster-like as Jmmanuel's teaching must have appeared
to the Israelites, the teaching of Krishna must have sounded just as
monster-like and not in keeping with the times in far away India, when
Krishna, contrary to Jmmanuel, was preaching war, and yet taught
that the human being should withdraw himself/herself from the material world in order to cultivate the gifts of the spirit.
Also the teaching of Zoroaster must have appeared to his unbridled
contemporaries like a catastrophe befalling them, when he brought
to them his new teaching that touched all sides of the human life.
How oddly crazy and monstrous the teaching of the true Prophet
Muhammed then must have appeared to the people, who suddenly
made heathens, Jews, Buddhists, Christians, Hindus and others believe,
that only his teaching of the greatness and uniqueness of the Creation
was of rightness.
What nobody on Earth knew, apart from himself, was that he was
Jmmanuel's direct reincarnation and he solely and exclusively brought
the truthful teaching of the spirit for the purpose of getting the Christianity under control, which meanwhile had begun to rise through
delusional assumptions, delusions and conscious swindle, and he did
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so after all, in order to allow the teaching of the spirit, which he had
previously presented as Jmmanuel, to bear fruit.
Back then, i.e., already at the times of the prophet Muhammed and
the prophet Jmmanuel, it was already known through predictions and
prophecies, that during the new time of the coming 20th and 21st
centuries, the destructive beast with the number 666 would become
active – that is, cult-religions and sects beyond compare, as well as
secret societies, would flood the entire humankind with their sectarian
insanity and delusional belief.
Against all of this, precautions should have been taken, as well as a
further spreading of the sectarian Christianity should then have been
prevented.
But just as ever, also the truthful Prophet Muhammed never had the
time to personally write down his teaching, his warnings and prophecies, consequently he tasked his cousin to do so, who, however, incorrectly interpreted everything according to his own choosing and
wrote it down falsifying thus that Muhammed's teaching even came
to worse ignominy than had been the case with Jmmanuel's teaching,
some 500 years earlier, through Jmmanuel's brother Jacobus (Jacob)
and through Paulus-Saulus (Paul-Saul) and the disciples Lukas (Luke),
Matthäus (Matthew), Markus (Mark) and Johannes (John).
The truthly prophet Muhammed was forced to act in the well-known
form in order to go against the old, tin-gods-serving, irrational teachings, as well as against Judaism and mainly against Christianity.
It was this predetermined behaviour alone, this fulminating against
the irrational religions, that ensured that the then prevalent blood- and
hate-religions as well as the delusional-belief-religion Christianity did
not grow out of control to such an extent that they would have ruled –
within a few centuries – over the entire humanity of Earth, that the
humanity of Earth – completely blinded by their sectarian religions –
would have destroyed themselves through monstrous, world-encompassing wars of religions and sects, without any pity.
Thus, the prophet Muhammed had to appear and bring the teaching
of the truth of the spirit once again – this time outside the planned
sequence of the presentation of the teaching.
Therefore, he appeared as a true prophet outside of his normal cycle,
aware of his obligations and conscious of the fact that he would be
persecuted and accused of lying, as ever.
He nonetheless joined into his duty, as he had been doing since time
immemorial, and just as he fulfilled his duty in his incarnations as
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HENOCH (ENOCH), ELIA (ELIJA), JESAIA (ISAIAH), JEREMIA
(JEREMIAH) AND JMMANUEL – each time as a true prophet who, always true to the laws of the Creation and the recommendations of the
Creation, proclaimed the truthly teaching of the truth and the spirit.
Through his appearance once again as a truthly prophet, unfortunately
a new religion was founded for which Muhammed's cousin has to be
blamed who had falsified the teaching up to the point of unrecognisability; this new religion however came to its actual fruition only after
Muhammed's death, and which, just as with Christianity, brought forth
various sects, albeit not as many as the Christian religion.
In spite of all this, however, the world was stirred up through Muhammed so that it could not be beaten into bondage and slavery by the
christian sectarian religion over the last 1500 years, to the degree that
the human beings would have had to completely give up their own
will and their own thinking-capability.
It was only Muhammed's appearance and activity which guaranteed
that half of the Earth's humankind had not been slaughtered through
the insanity of Christianity, even though Muhammed's indirect activity
often did not manifest clearly.
It is thanks to the true prophets Jmmanuel and Muhammed – in spite
of all the irrational teachings which had been made out of their teaching of the truth – that the murderous laws of the cult-religions of all
religions, sects and cults all around the world became more humane
and free, which, however, is changing to the contrary at the present
time, because sects of all types are growing out of control and are
demanding blood sacrifices in every kind and wise.
But at least up to the present time it has been the case that due to
the help of the true prophets Jmmanuel and Muhammed, the human
being has become freer and able to determine his/her life in his/her
own power, except there where the human beings were in bondage
to the sectarian hordes of irrational teachers and religions without
hope of rescue.
The human being has become freer and able to decide for himself/herself as to which things he/she wants to turn his/her thoughts, so he/she
slowly became capable again to think clearly, wherethrough he/she
began to make himself/herself free from the sectarian cult-religions
and to turn to the truthly truth again.

1392. Truly, Muhammed was an arch-smart guy and an arch-rogue, but this
is not at all meant in an evil or disparaging wise, but rather in a wise
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that he was very clever, very skilful, smart in forging intrigues in a
positive sense, extremely adept at the assessment and treatment of
people, experienced in speech, counsel and action, and proficient in
all things.
Said in other words, with his immeasurable knowledge and ability, he
was vastly superior to his contemporaries, not least also because he
was a fantastically good knower of the human nature and leader of
people, to which not least his manifold experiences in the first four
decades of his life contributed to, during which he did everything that
was beneficial for his education and experience, even though he
sometimes perhaps sailed close to the wind.
But this was in no wise detrimental to the Prophet Muhammed – neither
to his person nor to his estimable character, nor to his life and doing,
and so therefore, also in no wise at all to his teaching and his mission.
Only because of passing a very hard teaching of the life and being
able to gather enormous experiences and great knowledge quasi prior
to taking over the mission, Muhammed succeeded in fulfilling his
mission as prophet.
Without his smartness and without his arch-roguehood, valued in the
best positive sense, he could not have fulfilled his mission as this was
also the case with many other prophets who had succeeded because
they had acquired a certain smartness and an appropriate and absolutely positively valued arch-roguehood.
Indeed, a positive arch-roguehood and the appertaining smartness
are factors a true prophet must not lack, because through these factors
alone a human being gains the necessary knowledge of human nature,
the most urgently required toughness toward oneself and towards
the fellow human beings, as well as the necessary love and the understanding, the energy to lead, in order to proclaim the teaching of the
truth, and in order to be able to actually fulfil the mission of the prophethood.
Let it be understood that this has nothing to do with a person being
criminal or reprehensible, unlawful or dishonest; no, on the contrary:
An arch-rogue and a smart guy, in a positive sense, may well know
all the tricks and ropes, and is up to all the dodges, so to speak, however he is always and indubitably true to the laws and a person in honesty, with the exception that he knows ropes, tricks and ways which
are unknown to ordinary mortals, which, however, enable the one who
is – in the positive sense – a smart guy and an arch-rogue, to turn all
things in such a wise that the truth may often be explained, whilst,
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however, explaining only a minute part of the whole truth, if this is for
instance necessary, because the human beings are not yet able to
comprehend and to accept the truth to its full extent.
This can be compared, as it were, to a process that is frequently called
"beating around the bush," yet, this is not quite factual because in essence one is talking "around" the core of the case and explaining actual
facts – not fully, only to the extent that no difficulties will arise for
those tutored regarding their capability to accept the new knowledge.
This, however, cannot be achieved through diplomacy, but only with
the required cognisance and the necessary knowledge, as well as
with the associated finesse and shrewdness, with the necessary
sophistication of scheming, cleverness and smartness, etc., which
can only be attained through an absolutely positively formed slyness
and an appertaining arch-roguehood.
Jmmanuel was also bearing the same imprint of slyness and archroguehood as did Muhammed, as practically all the other true prophets
of old were therefore equally of the same 'batch', as will also be the
case for true prophets for all future times.
It is only of Prophet Muhammed's life, prior to his existence as a
prophet, that more information is known, while nothing, or very little,
is known of the other prophets of old.
This applies to Jmmanuel as well, who only began to fulfil his mission
as a prophet at the age of approximately 29 years, while very little is
known about his earlier years.
That he was in India, where he learned a great deal and gained much
experience, and that he also was, in an absolutely positive sense, a
crafty smart guy and arch-rogue of equal caliber, who greatly put aside
Prophet Muhammed in this respect – all this is absolutely unknown.
And yet, even though no one may wish to accept it: It was Prophet
Muhammed who saved the terrestrial humankind from the threatening
downfall that had already been foretold through prophecies and that
referred to a sectarian Christanity being ready to maliciously expand,
so that it would have enabled it to gain might over the entire terrestrial
humankind and the whole world, with the threat to bloodily eradicate
and exterminate with much bloodshed all those people of a different
religious confession.
Muhammed's strategy was successful, even though Christianity continued to spread further after his leaving, causing and carrying out a
tremendous slaughter amongst human beings, which will have claimed
the lives of nearly 127 million human beings by the year 2000, and this,
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always nicely in the name of God, the Creator; in the name of divine
laws and recommendations; in the name of benevolence and love; in
the name of brotherliness and peace; in the name of Christianity and
its faith – and in the name of the "Holy See", "God's representative",
and in the name of the pope.
However, through Muhammed's handling, this christian-sectarian
murder and felony organisation, which has no counterpart anywhere,
was cut down to size, and held back in its spreading such, that it could
not widen itself boundlessly and exercise absolute might over the
whole Earth, as this was in the sense and delusion of this cult-religion.
If, however, Prophet Muhammed fulfilled something like a miracle,
unfortunately, it could not be avoided, that also with his mission some
things occurred which were not pre-planned and purely terrestrial-humanrelated, which led to happenings that had never been predetermined.
As was the case with Jmmanuel, these happenings only took place
after Muhammed's withdrawal, respectively his death, which is why
he cannot be blamed nor held responsible for certain things, so therefore as prophet he met his task and was truly an honourable man, despite the fact that he was an arch-rogue and a smart guy.
That also his teaching was falsified, just as was the one of Jmmanuel
and many other prophets before him, he doesn't bear the responsibility.
He bears even less responsibility for claims made today that every
line in the Koran would correspond to the truth, just as he himself,
Muhammed, had dictated it.
And truly, Muhammed cannot be held responsible at all for any misinterpretations predominant until today, because they are on the one
hand his cousin's fault; and on the other hand it was the work of wrong
explanations by those who later on seized the Islam to their own
favour, the caliphs in particular.
Deliberately falsified in part due to these misinterpretations, also the
meaning of the Koran was falsified, and which today gives the impression that Muhammed had lied to his people (as is usually the case
with founders of religions) to make them believe that they alone were
the "chosen" people.
The truth here is, however, that Muhammed explained to his people,
that they were the best people, who true to Mohammed's prophetical
task, could also fulfil it, should they so choose, as he said in the Koran,
Sure 3 AL-IMRAN, verse 111:
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"You are the best people who came about for the benefit of humankind;
you demand that which is right and refuse that which is wrong; and
you believe in the laws of Allah and the Creation" (actual teaching =
falsified in the Koran).
Muhammed was therefore a genuine prophet in the truest sense of
the word, and he was this in full decisiveness, in order to protect the
human beings of Earth from their own destruction through the sectarian cult-religions of Christianity and Judaism.
In order to be able to fulfil this task, he had to use methods that reached
into the logical Gewalt and which are very difficult to comprehend for
the human being of Earth, to whom they seemed monster-like.
To the human being of Earth this must seem even more monster-like,
if he/she knows that Muhammed in truth was an incarnation of
Jmmanuel, who, in turn, was an incarnation of Jeremia (Jeremiah),
who however was an incarnation of Jesaia (Isaiah), and he of Elia
(Elijah), whose own and actual prophet-origin was Henoch (Enoch).
Even though Muhammed was a smart prophet because he had to be
one, and because he founded the Islam, he may not be put on an
equal footing or thrown onto the same level with religion founders.
Through predetermination, Muhammed was given the task to save
the terrestrial humankind from the murderous religions of Christianity
and Judaism, which also was a veritable success.
There simply was no other possibility.
Because of all this, Muhammed cannot be called an ordinary and common religion founder but a true helper in the face of misery, who bore
and fulfilled probably the most difficult task ever of any human being
on Earth, by having to fulfil a mission which in many and very large
parts demanded all the creational truth known to him and all his
knowledge and ability.
What deep deference to the Creation and what deep love to the human
being of Earth must have been in Muhammed to fully take and bear
this torment upon himself; a torment that probably can neither be realised nor understood by any human being of Earth, because the human
being simply lacks the possibilities hereof and the understanding for it,
as well as also concerning the life and the infernal torment of Jmmanuel
which he was steadfastly bearing as well – all for the benefit of the
human being and out of love to him/her.
All this proves, that a human being not only can and may give pure
love to the benefit of his/her fellow human beings, but that necessarily
hard and logical Gewalt must be applied as well.
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1425. This, once again, is a fact not understood by the human being of Earth.

in his activity over tens of thousands of years as a prophet; a duty that was
beyond his normal duties as a prophet and beyond his normal cycle of spiritform-reincarnation. Due to all these reasons, Mohammed was and continues
to be called "not a real prophet", which however does not break off one iota
of honour from his doings and his true prophethood nor reduce his truly
gigantic efforts and successes. Even though Mohammed is called an archrogue and smart guy and so forth, this in no wise at all, then happens in the
sense of a disparagement or in the sense of a reduction of his truly unmeasurable merits, which he achieved in the fulfilment of his mission and for terrestrial humankind. On the contrary, Mohammed was a true prophet, still is
even today, and will continue to be in all the future. Solely and exclusively,
the things have to be correctly understood, so also the designations that
were given to him and that were neither meant to be malicious nor derogatory,
rather they only describe and represent something that fell into Mohammed's
doing and activity, etc. Thus, many facts from Mohammed's life indicate that
he was an arch-rogue and a smart guy beyond compare, which, expressed
in other words, means that he was exceptionally clever and meticulously
thought through all things down to the last detail. This word arch-rogue ("Erzgauner" in German) may not be seen and understood in the sense of the
current human understanding, because today's term represents something
different from the origin of the word, whereby even the origin of the word
"crook" ("Gauner" in German) is wrongly explained and transferred into the
slang of thieves, while the word's roots lie in the Old Lyrian language where
it is called "Jaunes," which has to be translated in today's German language
with "Schläue", in English "shrewdness." The meaning of "Erz" ("arch" in English) in modern German is a prefix to magnify the next word, so that one has
to speak in this case of "very great shrewdness" or "a very shrewd person,
a shrewdie." Things are similar with the expression "Schlitzohr" ("smart guy"
in English), in that the term in the German language is neither disparaging
nor insulting or otherwise discriminatory; in fact, for a German-speaking person it is more a compliment and one of showing respect rather than anything
negative.
Well then, Mohammed was a prophet one way or the other, whether he is
now called smart guy, arch-rogue or "not a real prophet," etc. In every respect
this does not remove one iota from his true greatness. What he accomplished as prophet and mission-fulfiller, simply no one else would have been able,
and will ever be able to do so, even though, once again, a world might in the
sense of a religion arose from his mission, as this should not have happened.
This, however, was not Mohammed's fault, but that of those who wrongly
interpreted or consciously falsified his teaching, his speeches as well as his

Thus, Mohammed was announced by Jmmanuel as being the actual layer
of the foundation stone for the "beginning of the end of the cult-religions."
And indeed, if Jmmanuel was able to make this proclamation, then he knew
perfectly well about it, because this prediction was the proclamation of his
own future spirit-form-reincarnation for a new and very bitter mission, in the
fulfilling of which he would once again have to present the teaching of the
truth and the spirit to the human being of Earth, like so often before, this
time, however, under somewhat diffuse aspects, and in the truest sense of
the word as the founder of a religion.
Therefore, just as Jmmanuel had predicted, Mohammed was born as
Jmmanuel's spirit-form-reincarnation, and in accordance with his task, he
founded the Islam and preached the teaching of the truth, albeit only in a
half-truthly form and intertwined with the belief-imaginations of the human
beings of Earth of those days, because this was the only way to make the
human beings of Earth attentive and listen. So, he also preached the uniqueness and greatness of Allah, although he very well knew that God was not
the Creation, but truly only an Jschwjsch, a human being, who was called
King of Wisdom due to his vast knowledge, thus "Jshwjsh" in the Lyrian
language and Allah in the Arabic language. Through the belief of the human
being of Earth, this doing in this direction was pre-given to Mohammed, because at that time they had no knowledge at all, that truly only the Creation
was and is the universal consciousness and the power and might of the
spirit and the universe, and so therefore not a god and human being could
lay claim to this position. Therefore, this was a half-truth which Mohammed
was forced to explain and preach to the human beings, however for the purpose of rescuing the humanity of Earth from their threatening downfall caused particularly through the blood-lust of the cult-religions Christianity and
Judaism. The mission and incarnation of Mohammed was especially formed
by the Christianity that had originated from Jmmanuel's misunderstood
teaching of the spirit and the truth – which had been misinterpreted by his
disciples and other followers – out of which the blood-greedy Christian religion developed which had to be mastered and got under control, and indeed
through a new and knowingly directed religion of half-truths and knowingly
wrong teachings. The task and mission, however, to fulfil this was directed
to Jmmanuel, who, as a true prophet, had proclaimed the true teaching of
the truth and the spirit. He therefore was to appear in his subsequent incarnation as the personality of Mohammed and to do his most heavy duty
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messages, etc., in their own favour. Regarding this, no blame or misbehaviour
can be held against him, even though some of his doings are not compatible
with today's moral standards, such as the fact that he sold slaves on behalf
of someone, etc., and did other things that are considered today as unright,
such as acts of fighting against opponents who had attacked both him and
his like-minded companions, etc. At that time completely different moral
standards prevailed and completely different human laws and recommendations. Barbarism was a daily occurrence and nobody spoke about humaneness. Hence, Mohammed had to integrate himself into this life on Earth with
the human beings of Earth, albeit extremely against his will, if he wanted to
fulfil his duty as prophet as well as his mission and his life. As was the case
with every other prophet before him and after him, he had to do a lot of things
he disliked and that were unfortunately connected with the Earth human
being and had never been foreseen. Unfortunately, many things had simply
crept in through the guilt of the Earth human beings, without Mohammed
being able to do something against them or to prevent them; so therefore
he was not guilty if he had to do or undertake something he demurred at
doing. In spite of all this, he never did anything which he would have to be
ashamed of or which would have been unright. When he had to reach for
Gewalt, then he did that in self-defence and then also only in regard to the
application of logical Gewalt, which is thus in accordance with the Creation
and is never condemnable. When considering the inhumane abomination
prevailing alone in the Arabic, still heathenish region during Mohammed's
life and activities, then it is likely to become clear in what an uncomfortable
and almost hopeless position Mohammed found himself in order to be able
to fulfil his mission. Quite apart from the fact that the region's entire population in those days was heathenish, in a state of a deluded belief, as well
as maliciously barbaric and undiscerning, and it persecuted, threatened and
terrorised Mohammed. Customs and traditions prevailed that were without
doubt murderous and contemptuous of life, such as the one on birth control,
to mention but one example, that concerned newborn female babies born
under certain circumstances and into certain family backgrounds. When this
happened, it was the mother's damned bounden duty to bury the newborn
child alive so as to kill it in this barbaric kind and wise. An unwritten, inhumane,
brutal and barbaric law amongst many others, that was annulled solely
through Mohammed's immense efforts, at the peril of his own life, he who
actually only wanted the best, who continuously advocated for the fulfilment
of his mission fully all around and without taking care of himself and up to
his early death, never paying attention to his own well-being but always only
concerned about the well-being of his fellow human beings.

It is a fact that it was only Mohammed's predetermined mode of acting and
mission and his incredibly strenuous and combative effort as well as his intellect, his rationality and his immense capability of thinking and his archshrewdness and wisdom, love and genius, and all of his other positively inherent characteristics which guaranteed that the mightfully predominant
blood-and-hate religions of those days could not grow out of control to such
an extent that they would have ruled the entire humankind of Earth within
a few centuries, because the human being of Earth would have exterminated
himself/ herself through religious wars, driven by a complete delusion and
an unbelievable fanaticism proceeding from bloodthirsty webs of lies of even
bloodthirstier cult-religions that knew absolutely no humaneness nor pity.
That is why Mohammed had to appear and – acting contrary to his own kind
and wise and against his own mentality – in order to found a new cult-religion
that had to put all other existing cult-religions in their place, which was, unfortunately, very often only achieved with heavy fightings and which
Mohammed always disliked because truthly his wise was one to direct the
life of any life form onto the right way, and to preserve it. However, the human
beings of Earth left him no choice, so he had to act otherwise and often
transgress his knowledge and his mentality. Only from the aforementioned
could it be guaranteed, since then, that in the course of time, so therefore
in approx. the last 1500 years, the human being of Earth would not be beaten
into bondage and slavery to such an extent by heathenish and bloodthirsty
christian and other cult-religions of blood-demanding form that he/she would
have had to completely give up his/her own will, inner freedom or his/her
own capability of thinking. Additionally, this guaranteed that in spite of everything there always remained, also in Christianity, a certain amount of rationality amongst certain preachers of the faith and other responsible ones, and
indeed even then when the insanity of the inquisition through the "Holy See"
in Rome began, through which many millions of human beings were betrayed
of their lives and were bestially slaughtered, through which the Vatican and
countless 'Holy Joes', shabby traitors, denunciators, high-ranking gentlemen,
etc. could enrich themselves on the goods of the brutally, sadistically and
bloodthirstily murdered ones who had been brought to death in a most gruesome kind and wise, such as by boiling alive in oil, being quartered, tortured,
cut into strips or burned at the stake, etc.
Mohammed's activity also brought about success in that many murderous
cult-religions' laws of numerous cults were annulled or step-by-step became
more humane, through which the human being continuously became freer up
until the present day and learned, through his/her own power, to decide himself/herself towards which things, ways and philosophy he/she wants to turn
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his/her thoughts, feelings and attention. This enables the human being today
to make himself/herself slowly but surely free from all unfreedom, enslavement and cult-religions, in order to turn to and dedicate himself/herself to the
real truth, and therefore to the Creation, its all-timely laws and recommendations, to the knowledge and wisdom, and to the all-embracing truthly love.
Truly, Mohammed has more than just fulfilled his task and mission because
through his activity, his love and prudence, his knowledge and ability, his
power and his ability to assert himself, and through all his other positive capabilities and efforts, he prevented the humankind of Earth from total downfall
and total self-destruction, even though after his death things were done out
of his teaching that were not in his sense, and out of which things happened
which were not in his sense as well and for which he is not to blame, even
not today where religious fanatics and those religiously led into the unreal
still wreak massacre amongst human beings and proclaim murderous theocracies, referring to Mohammed and his and Allah's supposed will hereof,
as well as to the Koran, which, however, truly would have never demanded
anything so villainous, not to mention the preaching of it, because the fundamental idea is based on the love and the well-being for the human being.
Mohammed is not responsible for the fact that his teaching has been falsified
as well – although it is generally believed that this is not the case –, as all
this was already the case also with Jmmanuel and several other prophets.
Therefore, Mohammed cannot be blamed for any of the falsifications of his
teaching already at a very early time, nor for the predominant misinterpretations, etc., because this alone falls into the might of those who in early
times had already changed and falsified many things without his knowing
it, and because later, long after his death, also many works of wrong explanations and wrong presentations, etc., had been produced, and this also happened through caliphs who formed the Islam for themselves, if this was
convenient for them.
Mohammed was a true prophet acting on behalf of the JHWH who then
was responsible for Earth, even though he simply was "not a real prophet"
(see explanation at the top), an arch-rogue and a smart guy. He was the founder
of a religion, and indeed one who can never and may never be put on an equal
footing with other, with common and ordinary religion-founders on Earth.
Mohammed actually was a representative, ambassador, prophet and Missionfulfiller and THE true "rescuer in the terribleness", who had borne and fulfilled
probably the heaviest task ever of a human being on Earth, without grumbling
and without complaining, without demanding worldly goods and reward,
and irrespective of the fact that his life was continuously in danger and his
mission unspeakably heavy, and mostly full of burden and hardship.

Truly, what deep honour in dignity and love to the Creation, and what deep
honour in dignity and love to the life and to the human being and to all creatures
and existence Mohammed must have been bearing in himself, so that he accepted all the many unspeakable hardships , torments, worries, hostilities, throwbacks and intrigues against himself and his mission, and much more other
negative things without complaining – that might probably neither be realised
nor understood by any human being of Earth, because the human being of
Earth does not only lack all the possibilities hereof and the necessary understanding, but also the realising and understanding for the actual range of the
mission and the hard and arduous as well as painful life of a prophet; so therefore the human being of Earth also lacks the realising and understanding for
the life and the unhuman, hellish torments of Jmmanuel and Mohammed as
well as of all other prophets, which they steadfastly bore without complaining, all for the benefit and love of the human being – everything born out of
the all-mightiness of the endless love of the Creation, through which the
human being may experience that true love is the everlasting, all-embracing,
all-greatest and the most valueful treasure of all throughout the entire universal existence.
As a suffix to the article "Contact-Mauscheler", it is necessary to repeat, in
excerpts, several related items discussed in a conversation during a contact
with Ptaah on Friday, December 1, 1989, as well as during another contact
with Ptaah on January 19, 1990, further things in the course of the latter
conversation, when also the high spirit levels 'Arahat Athersata' and 'Petale'
also announced their desire to speak and repudiated all the lies, calumnies,
crookery, and cheatings of the Contact-Mauscheler', just as Ptaah repudiated
it on his and on the other Plejaren behalf, and in the name of the 'High
Council'.
‹Billy› Eduard Albert Meier

Two hundred and thirty-third (233rd) contact
Friday, December 1, 1989, 12:44 a.m.
Ptaah: Once again the time has come that we have to report and announce unpleasant things to you which is why I am visiting you today. We
had originally not planned to visit you again prior to February of next year to
give you relevant information and answers to your questions, however, the
latest incidents and events seemed reason enough for us to impart to you
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some knowledge, which, however, is intended for your ears only. A portion
of it is also information that can and should be dealt with publicly; particularly
the information regarding incredibly mendacious and shameless and criminal
machinations against the truth by earth-born people who do not shrink back
from any spiteful swindle and cheating and not from the most impudent lie,
nor from malicious remarks about and calumny of the truth. As usual, these
incredibly mendacious machinations come from America, where maliciously
lying earth-born human beings have the audacity to act shamelessly, consciencelessly and criminally against the truth, and to cheat the whole
world.

human beings of this planet. You are and will remain to be the one and only
exception in this respect – and there's a good reason for this.

Billy:

It seems that all kinds of terrible things are happening in America.

Ptaah: Indeed. – It turns out once more that our caution towards America
is absolutely justified, as well as our following of the requirement of the 'High
Council' never to contact American people and never to transmit wisdom
and messages to them, with which we have always complied, as you know
– with only one exception concerning a miserably failed attempt. Thus, even
today and far into the future we will comply with the requirement of the
'High Council' not to establish any contact whatsoever with Americans.
Since time immemorial our experiences have proven that for several hundreds of years all great and global lies and machinations concerning newly
developing cult-sectarianism, new irrational and confused far-from-the-truth
directions of thinking, as well as movements and organisations directed at
such, and so forth, have all come from liars, cheaters, swindlers, charlatans
and lunatics. The incredible and undescribable impertinence regarding mendacity, deception and swindle that is evinced by the liars and cheaters, who
are committing their dirty truth-crimes, cannot be put into words. In any case
we, and I in particular, lack the words to describe these lying and deceitful
machinations of those many Americans who flood the entire world with their
mendacious and deceitful claims and scribblings, in which appear impertinent
and dirty webs of lies with guileful assertions of incredible mendacity, that
they, these swindlers, liars and cheaters would have contacts with us or
some spirit-forms. We and the entire federation, however – and this I explained clearly and precisely already during my visit on November 17th –,
we have none and maintain no contacts at all with Americans nor have we
ever had such contacts. In the foreseeable future we also will have no motivation whatsoever to change our opinion regarding America, or even to
concern ourselves with the possibility of contacts with citizens of this state.
However, this also applies to all other countries of Earth and to all other

Billy:
You are agitated, my friend. What has happened to put you into
such a state of agitation?
Ptaah: If I did not explain the following to you now it would come as a
surprise to you. Very soon you will receive mail from America from George
Green, with whom you are familiar. In his letter you will find two texts with
the titles "SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED" by Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn,
and "AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL" by "I AM SANANDA". These
two mendacious works are but two out of a whole series of nine works of
lies in which it is lyingly and cheatingly claimed that a certain Commander
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, Commander-in-Chief by profession, Earth Project
Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight Command, Intergalactic Federation Fleet
Ashtar Command: Earth Representative to the Cosmic Council on Earth Transition, had contacted a human being of Earth, referring once again to a person
in America, of course. In this context it must be explained however that this
incredible and impertinent lie includes no truth-content at all, because, as I
already explained on November 17th, we do not maintain any contacts at
all with Americans, especially not with Americans, and also not with any
other human beings on Earth, besides to and with you. Regarding the fictitious
names "Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn", and "Sananda" (in addition to others), it must
be said that they are unknown to all of our peoples of the Plejaren, and allied/
associated people of the Federation, as well as to any of the other worlds
or spiritual levels known to us in the vastness of the universe, except on Earth
in the brains of those swindlers, liars and cheaters who use these names
for their webs of lies and webs of crimes against the truth. Concerning the
name Ashtar, I refer to all the information we have already given you for the
general public years ago, from which one can clearly and unambiguously
see that Ashtar Sheran never had nor is he still maintaining those contacts
with human beings of Earth, as this is implied by various liars and cheaters of
Earth. You are very familiar with the inglorious role he has played, and moreover, according to terrestrial chronology, his material existence had ceased
in 1983, when he made the effort for things in the DAL-Universe that were
not his responsibility. Backsliding into his previous, wrong and old doing, he
fled into the twin universe and there tried to seize might over Asket's people,
whereby his flying apparatus was destroyed and he lost his life. Therefore,
neither he nor his spirit form can indulge in contacts to human beings of Earth
because on the one hand, his body was totally eliminated by the destruc-
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tion, whereas his spirit form has no possibility at all to return into our universe
from the twin universe or to break through the barriers, insurmountable for
any spirit form, of the two buffering universes, in order to make or maintain
contact with human beings of Earth in this manner. Alone this fact belies all
those human beings of Earth as liars and cheaters who claim of having contact with Ashtar Sheran. But these swindlers, liars and cheaters go even
further, because in the mentioned writings of lies, it is being pretended that
Jmmanuel, alias Jesus Christ, would – in person – personally transfer messages and suchlike, etc., to the liars, swindlers and cheaters, particularly to
the liar-person DHARMA. But this also only corresponds to an incredibly impertinent lie as well as a swindle and cheat beyond compare. Nobody knows
better than we do that this lying-cheating assertion shows no truth-content
whatsoever. Jmmanuel, to whom lyingly the name Jesus Christ is imputed,
also you know that perfectly well, does not transfer messages in any telepathic or other similar form to human beings of Earth. On the one hand, he
is reborn as another personality in Europe – which is perfectly well known
to you and us because we know his person –, and on the other hand, he
does not concern himself with transferring messages and suchlike, let alone
the 'Talmud Jmmanuel', in telepathic form, etc., to delusional believers or
cheaters, swindlers and liars. What furthermore is presented by these swindlers, liars and cheaters, this is actually never to be surpassed regarding the
infamous impertinence and respectlessness towards all spiritual levels, and
especially towards the levels 'Petale' and 'Arahat Athersata', since these
filthy liars – I simply lack other and stronger words for them – and cheaters,
swindlers, and criminals against the truth, are even not afraid of lyingly using
these levels of purity with the dirty and guilefully deceptive assertions of
lies that even these levels would be in contact with the liars and cheaters.
A lie and a deception beyond compare, because alone the fact that the spiritform levels never contact material levels to communicate with them, belies
these assertions. If such a contact ever occurs, then it happens indirectly only
and by way of various connection points, as you know very well. This way and
this possibility, however, I will not mention, or else liars and cheaters will
want to snatch a profit therethrough as well. That the mentioned spirit-levels
'Petale' and 'Arahat Athersata' could make contact with you, has its reasons
known to you, which, however, cannot be recognised by the swindlers, liars
and cheaters, and which would also not be useful to them. This I am not explaining to your knowledge, because you know these facts better than I do,
but I only mention them for all those lunatics who erroneously assume that
a material life form could simply make contact with any spirit forms, as all
of them claim of themselves who have fallen victim to a deluded belief or

are simply consciously lying, swindling and cheating, or who are simply ill
in a schizophrenic form, and call themselves mediums, pretend to be able
to speak and communicate via trance, channeling and similar nonsense with
the dead, spirit forms, demons and us extraterrestrials, in order to supposedly
receive messages of great importance. However, all these assertions and
machinations are nothing more than conscious swindles, lies and cheatings,
a schizophrenic illness, self-deception or deluded belief and the like. Truthly,
such possibilities for such connections only exist in a very small and spiritually
very highly evolved scope, and so therefore only for extremely few human
beings. On Earth, however, all of these human beings who are endowed
with these capabilities are not of terrestrial origin, rather they migrated to
Earth from foreign worlds at an earlier time. The liars, swindlers and cheaters,
however, the lunatics, the delusional believers, the self-deceivers, and the
schizophrenics who call and describe themselves as mediums and channelers or otherwise in such a form, they are all, and this has been clarified down
to the last detail, are definitely of terrestrial origin. They are all earth-created
and earth-born, and they have no connections to life forms of extraterrestrial
origin. All of them still show a very low state of knowledge and an equally
low state of evolution. This fact, however, misled them to wanting to shine
and to appear brilliant before their fellow-human beings, as this is the custom
with earth-born human beings, because they often suffer from inferiority
complexes and a craving for recognition. The few human beings on Earth,
however, who actually can maintain contact with spiritual levels or higher
extraterrestrial human life forms, they clearly belong on one side to higher
evolutionary steps and are, furthermore, of an origin that cannot be searched
for on Earth. The number of these human beings is very small, so among
one billion (1000 million) human beings only 1,03 can be found who belong
to this higher evolutionary level and are capable of such contacts. Those,
however, who belong to this step, they remain silent, and do not reveal their
secret unless they have to fulfil a task and mission of weighty significance,
as is the case with you, who you have no other possibility at all, because you
are entrusted to make known your enormous knowledge – which in many
concerns surpasses mine –, but also the fact of your contacts with us and
the levels 'Arahat Athersata' and 'Petale', etc., to the human beings on Earth.
Inevitably this is connected therewith that such human beings, and therefore
also you, present the knowledge, the messages and teaching, etc., in a tutoring form that is distinct and in no kind and wise has the effect of being
inconstant, unsure, hesitant or questionable, but rather in a form that is sure,
characteristic, evident, verily, infallible, unambiguous and incontrovertible,
true, incontestable and absolute. This in contrast to all those unsure and
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reversible wrong teachings or those teachings containing partial truths
brought up and presented by human beings who in their evolution have not
yet reached the state and level which would permit and allow an incontestability in the teaching of the spiritual and creational concerns.

everything resulting in a profit from my material and the teaching, and so
forth.

Billy:
You are speaking out of my deepest sense, but with what I have
come to expect from America, I have already reckoned for a long time. I
have already known for quite some time that the American pack of liars of
mediums and channelers and all the other lunatics, schizophrenics, selfish
ones, self- and profit-cheaters, as well as swindlers regarding contacts with
extraterrestrials and spirit-levels, are nothing else than the first and last
"Hundsfotte" of the universe, who neither know good character traits nor
decency, respect and morals, let alone any honour in dignity towards the
Creation and the truth. Quite some time ago I was informed that a male or
female liar in America is claiming to have direct contact with Jmmanuel,
who supposedly had transferred the ‘Talmud Jmmanuel’ in English, whereto
the person in whom the former spirit of Jmmanuel is now alive and reincarnated, says that this is the biggest and dirtiest, the most infamous and filthiest
lie a human being of Earth only in a feeble-minded and schizophrenically afflicted brain, could think up. In spite of this, I think that it doesn't have to
disturb me because sooner or later every swindler, liar and cheater will be
brought to account and will have to spoon out his/her self-made soup of lies
– and indeed definitely in this life, this is as certain as the fact that the sun
only shines in the daytime.
Ptaah: A true word spoken equanimously, as it is so beautifully and precisely said on Earth. However listen, what I have to suggest to you another
time: Already at the beginning of our contacts it was explained to you by my
daughter, and later also Quetzal, and me repeatedly, that you were to change
some things concerning your modesty, particularly your aversion against the
fact that you should not do your work for nothing, a practice you have not
changed and not done up to today, aside from some small and really modest
gifts which you only accepted after having been urged to do so. It was explained to you already then that each task is worth its reward, so therefore
also yours – and especially yours. It would be high time for you to change
your attitude regarding this.
Billy:
Alright, I have changed my attitude already. At least I have made
contracts with the Americans Lee Elders and Randy Winters, according to
which I should obtain a certain percentage from both of them for all and

Ptaah: Exactly, you say it correctly, you should receive your percentage,
but thereof could be nothing of that sort until today, because especially Randy
Winters has been cheating and taking advantage of you in every respect without you having appropriately revolted against or demanded that which belongs to you from him, in a successful kind and wise, something you should
still do. In the future, however, that I will request from you, you will spread
and make your material public, in a way that you also gain a certain financial
profit therefrom. This also applies for the whole spiritual teaching and all
other lessons/instructions/tuitions that you give and bring to the human
beings on this planet. This is an order that does not come from us, but is based
on an advice by the 'High Council' and, in fact, originates from the right to
consider the presentation of the spiritual teaching and a mission's fulfilment
to be work, and indeed an immensely hard work that is equally worthy of a
reward, rather even a good deal more than any other work. So much regarding
this. As a further point, I have to once again make you aware of the fact that
you have been requested right from the very beginning of your activity for
the fulfilment of the mission, that this time you are responsible that the
teaching of the spirit must be spread and the mission be fulfilled such that
absolutely no misunderstandings and falsifications can appear any more.
Should, however, falsifications of the teaching, the writings, the truth, the
materials and the mission nevertheless appear anywhere, you have to immediately put a stop to such a doing without any lenience, and reclaim the
entire material, all writings and the teaching, etc. from those human beings
who would make themselves guilty of the falsification, etc. It has been clearly
and precisely said and explained that you would have to do this everywhere
and equally all over the world, no matter how, when and where suchlike
would take place. It was and continues to be your duty to follow this request
and to stop everything immediately should it occur. Therefore, you have to
take away again all material and all writings, information and the teaching,
etc., from those who have already become guilty and those who will make
themselves guilty still of offending the mission and its rules, and of falsifying
the teaching and writings, as well as the explanations, etc. This, however,
has happened in great and evil measure, and naturally again especially ausgeartet in America, whereby R. W., R. B. and Dr. F. B. have to be named in
the very first place, along with the falsifiers of the 'Talmud Jmmanuel', and
many others.
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Billy:
It is easily said that I shall take away again all material and the teaching and writings, and so forth, from those falsifiers, intriguers and thieves,
toadies, and whatever other terrible things they are. The whole lot of them
is so maliciously bad, mean and dirty that, in their own depravity, they do
not care a fig about right, respect, truth and fairness and trample everything
under foot. From all of them I have reclaimed everything, but without success. One could almost think that all of America is swarming with and inhabited by such depraved human beings, but it proves again and again that
in this country there are still people living who truly and honestly deserve
to be called "human beings," even though it seems they are few and far between. But they really do exist. And because they exist all the same, right
beside the "Hundsfotte," toadies, rogues, cheaters, liars and swindlers, I simply
cannot stamp them all in the same dirty hat, rather I must differentiate and
at least let those who deserve it have our material and the teaching of the
spirit, nonetheless, those who are honest and honestly are searching for the
truth and the light, and who are willing to recognise, accept and follow the
truth. All of this does not only refer to human beings who are Americans but
also to citizens of other countries as well, from which people come who
swindle, lie, and cheat and the like with respect to supposed contacts with
you or other life forms from other planets, or supposed connections and
supposed contacts with higher spirit-levels, and so forth, whereby especially
Germany, Italy, Spain, Mexico, France and the South American countries stand
out, together with America. Through that, however, that I and all of us together have to repudiate all these liars and cheaters, schizophrenics and
lunatics and other crackpots with hard words, we are wasting much power
and initiative that we could use for the better and above all for the spreading
of the teaching of the truth, and for the fulfilment of the mission. Nevertheless, we must try to reach all those human beings who are truly striving and
searching for the effective and real truth, but are being led into the unreal
by all the liars and cheaters etc., and therefore are often treading wrong
ways, because instead of the truth they are being served and fed with webs
of lies, incredibly smarmy and filthy lies, and falsifications of the truth by lunatics, megalomaniacs and those craving for recognition and other crazy
riffraff, wherethrough those sincerely striving are led into the unreal, not to
mention the fact that they even have to pay horrendous sums and are exploited to the last drop of blood for the lying and cheating machinations of
the money-greedy liars and cheaters, etc.

words and terms for the incredibly primitive and mendacious machinations
and the liars, cheaters and swindlers, and so forth, this also goes in my case.
Quite obviously you, too, cannot find any other words and terms to name
and present the facts more precisely, aside from one word which is unknown
to me.

Ptaah: That is correct, and your words correspond to the sad truth. As I
have noticed, however, that you are continuously using and repeating these

Billy:

You probably mean the word "Hundsfott"?

Ptaah:

Yes, that's the word.

Billy:
Well, the value of this word is actually based on a terrible devaluation of the character of that human being, who is given that designation.
The meaning is namely, if I may express it in a mild form, that the character
of a human being, who is called a "Hundsfott", is mean, villainous, vile and
without any decency, cowardly, dirty and morally detestable, unbearably bad
and extremely miserable. The word itself is a combination of "Hund" (dog)
and "Fotte," which refers in a derogatory wise to the genitals of a female
dog, which is then modified and finds its use in the aforementioned wise
as a swearword for a lousy and smarmy character
Ptaah: Such swearwords are unknown to us, but according to your explanation that description hits the nail on the head. This also applies to all
those who, for reasons of selfishness and other unvalues such as greed for
profit, desire to be great, inferiority complexes, and so forth, deny the truth
of the fact that your photographs taken of our and other flying crafts, along
with other material and evidence are authentic. Envy plays a major and decisive role and so do other primitive penchants of all those human beings
of Earth who try to drag everything through the mud with incredibly mendacious means, and to accuse you as well as us of lying, as this is once again
done worldwide in greatest measure by Americans, such as by a certain
"Von Keviczky," whose intelligence, however, is rather inferiorly formed, and
whose rationality and intellect only equal the value of that of an averagely
developed 22-year-old terrestrial juvenile. In equal or similar values proceed
the data of many others, who go to great lengths to obtain supposed analyses
of your material and our contacts, without, however, possessing the capabilities for such analyses, so they produce and invent disparagement, calumnies
and false analyses through incredibly dirty lies and equally dirty deceptions,
in order to, on the one hand, build up a great reputation, to let themselves
be celebrated as heroes, and to place themselves into the limelight before
all those with low intelligence and those guided into the unreal, who are suf-
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ficiently unknowing and belief-oriented to lend their ears to such pseudoscientists, and to accept their lies and cheatings without verification. On the
other hand, without doubt, all of these liars and cheaters are greedy for profit
because they know how to turn all their calumnies, lies, cheatings, false
analyses, distortions and falsifications, as well as the disparagements into
cold cash, because they sell everything for unbelievably high prices to their
believers and realise immense profits, as this is the case with all those who
steal and falsify your writings, wrongly translate them into other languages
and interpret them incorrectly for their own profit, as this is blatantly the
case particularly with those truth-felonious elements of Americans, who do
not have any respect whatsoever for life and truth, let alone, that they would
have a tiny iota of decency towards the truth, the love, the life and the Creation. This is a fact which reveals the origin that leads thereto that a human
life is of no significance to these elements, if only they can make a profit for
themselves, whereby it is of no importance to them whether human lives
are destroyed in small or large numbers. Only their own profit is important
to them, as this can also be seen by the entire government of the United
States of America, which knows no shame or scruples in its political practices
to interfere in an unjustifiably secretive and murderous and scheming or
openly warlike wise into the affairs of foreign countries, to even assail them
if need be, and to inflict murder and death on them, if this should be of use
to America or some of its authorities, as this is also the case with the Israelis
who are vehemently supported by America. That this is the case will clearly
and precisely be proven very soon at another time, whereto the rest of the
world however will remain silent, as usual, with the exception of some proforma reprimands by some countries which only intend to keep up appearances and their image, and which do not want to fall out with the super
might USA because of their dependence upon America.

Billy:
Precisely; it would probably be wrong if we were to leave out as
much as one iota of your explanations. Do you have anything else to explain
or have you said everything that needed to be said?

Billy:
These are dangerously frank words, Ptaah, which vicious creatures
can again hold against me to finish me off.
Ptaah:

If you wish, we can leave this explanation-part out when transmitting.

Billy:
No, it was not meant like that. I think you should easily tell the truth
and don't have to mince words. You, also, have freedom of speech, even though
that does not suit various people.
Ptaah:
words.

Then let's keep everything the way I have explained it in my own

Ptaah:
about.

My explanations might suffice regarding the concerns I had to talk

…
Billy:
That's pleasing. – Ah – you know, I think that our talk today will
cause quite a stir and blow up a lot of dust all over the world. Neither you
nor I have spoken with kindly words about all of those Americans who are
thieves, liars and cheaters, deluded believers, lunatics and schizophrenics,
as well as other crackpots. Especially your long and relentless speech, which
you presented in an unusual wise and with such hard words and expressions,
as this is usually only my style; this will rub all those people up the wrong
way who cannot bear the truth or those who are directly spoken to.
Ptaah: For sure everything will happen just as you say, nevertheless these
words and explanations had to be said and given once, wherethrough all
those people should not feel concerned who were not addressed, and who
have nothing to do with it. But these are only human beings – and this must
explicitly be said – who have nothing to do with any assertions concerning
supposed contacts. All those who truthfully may really explain that they have
contacts with other life forms of different kinds, however also truly in impulseform, they keep silent and do not appear before the public to broadcast this
fact, because their task is not anchored in such a doing, but therein to fulfil
their task in a quiet and beneficial form of another kind for the humankind.
Their impulse-like contacts, that I have already explained, are only in small
numbers, so only 1,03 amongst one (1) billion (1000 million) human beings.
Amongst those however, actually none of them are to be found who proclaim
throughout the whole world that they would have contacts with some extraterrestrial, otherworldly or higher life forms. Among all those who truly have
to show contacts in this form are but 2 (two), who fulfil tasks at present in
a conscious form that occur in the public area, leaving you aside, who, in a
separate form, have a special and moreover the most important task, and
are also bound to a very important and actually the most important mission,
which you have to fulfil. Among all those who are spreading their webs of
lies regarding supposed contacts with extraterrestrial or higher powers and
life forms of another kind etc., neither one of those two human beings whom
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I have just named as real contactees can be found, nor some who must be
counted as part of the remaining true contactees. For one thing, namely,
these true contacts mostly take place only in impulse-like and for the human
being unconscious forms, with the true contactee having no conscious
knowledge of receiving any impulses from us or other extraterrestrial life
forms, let alone such impulses or messages from higher levels and therefore
from high spirit forms. Thus, the true contactees possess no conscious
knowledge about it, so, they can only intuit this truth if this ever happens.
This is the rule among which there are only extremely few exceptions, such
as those two (2) I have mentioned, and of course you, who, however, cannot
be integrated into one of the categories mentioned and represent a special
form in all things that cannot be measured by the given and normal standards,
already because of your unusual origin and your age-old mission-obligation,
through which you alone are predestined to bear, guide and to actually fulfil
this heavy mission. How you have been able to do so until now, this is a
mystery to me and all others. Alone – despite the fact of your origin – that
you have actually been able to exist among the human beings of this world
so far, is unexplainable. We, in any case, all agree, and this is especially my
opinion, we would not find the power or the necessary perseverance to live
amidst human beings of this kind, let alone even to fulfil a mission among
and with them, the range and arduousness of which is of such great extent,
that they cannot be comprehended, borne, understood and mastered or
even accepted by a normal human being.
Billy:
You are talking about things which you actually should not mention
and which may not be intended to become known to human beings of Earth.
Certain things have been a secret since time immemorial, and they have
remained one until today. It shall be like this for the present and the near and
more distant future, which is why you should take care not to speak about it.
Ptaah: Excuse my words if I should have said too much, which was in no
wise in my sense. What you are saying is true, of course, even though I
think that nobody on Earth is able to comprehend, interpret or explain the
connections, except those whom you have well-informed. But your word is
a direction to me, which you are in any case entitled to and which I have to
follow.
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Two hundred and thirty-fourth (234th) Contact
Friday, January 19, 1990, 12:07 a.m.
Ptaah: It was one of the reasons and just as important for us as that which
is about to come next: Through the loving assistance of the level of the 'High
Council', namely, it has happened that your level of origin has contacted the
level 'Petale', and 'Petale' now wants to speak to you in the possible, onesided form you know in order to give some important information to you, as
also the level 'Arahat Athersata' wants to do this, who considers the identical
information necessary as well. Therefore, you should now direct yourself to
this and create the necessary state of equalisedness in you, so that the onesided information transmission can come to pass.
Billy:
– Wow, Ptaah, that's quite a thing. I would have never dreamed
of this; this really is something! But I will do as you say. It'll take some time
to equalise myself and to bring the swinging wave to the necessary height
and to adjust it.
Ptaah:

I will be patient and wait.

Billy:

I'll surely need 15 to 20 minutes to adjust myself.

Ptaah: I will be patient and wait, as I have already explained. Make an effort
now, and create the neutralising status and the necessary swinging wave.
12:32 a.m. You are realising in you words of the highest level of swinging
waves, called for understanding, PETALE. So we know about the
machinations of dishonest form by human beings of terrestrial
origin on the very planet, who claim in untruth that they would
stay in a communicating wise with us or with the level ARAHAT
ATHERSATA, or else with forms of the life of an extraterrestrial
kind, or with forms of the spirit of any other than material Earthkind. Truly, what there is to reveal about it, is that we, the level
PETALE, in the highest form of the power of all cognisance, have
to make known that we, in the control of all things in the entire
material and spiritual existence of the creational-universal realm,
have to confirm that knowledge and truth in all things is our own
and therein exists no cognisance at all about a fact that would
say that apart from you another human life form on Earth would
have contacts to US or to the level ARAHAT ATHERSATA, or would
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be capable hereto. In a conscious wise there are absolutely no
human life forms present who would master the powers and
capabilities in order to have connections with human life forms
of a different form than terrestrial life itself. Equally, there are no
human life forms at all on the planet Earth who have mastered
their powers and capabilities to communicate with fine-fluidal
forms of life of any kind, to receive messages from such, or to
be taught neither by forms of the fine-fluidal spiritness on Earth
nor outside of it. Given are only the forms of that connecting kind
of communication, which is limited to one-sided impulses, tuition,
messages and information that proceed from human life forms
outside of the terrestrial world, and that are received in a very
limited number by human life forms of Lyrian origin, who live on
planet Earth in line with their mission. None of those would, however, openly proclaim themselves nor would they go public or
call themselves human beings not born on Earth. If, various human
beings on Earth nevertheless do this in such a way that they call
themselves human beings borne on Earth and living in that place,
or human beings coming with a place of origin from a planet other
than Earth, it is given in a very clear form that they are speaking
untruths in the same forms as those who untruthly claim to stay
in communicative contact with us or with the level ARAHAT
ATHERSATA or with fine-fluidal or coarse-substantial life forms
other than the human being of Earth himself/herself. Finally, it
has to be pointed out that all necessary explanations were given
in a conversation with JHWH Ptaah on November 17th, 1989, as
well as in a further conversation he had with you on December
1st, 1989 and which were completely based on information
which was given to him through the level 'High Council' which
the 'High Council' had received from the level ARAHAT ATHERSATA, which, according to our information out of the absolute
cognisance of all things of the material and spiritual realm of the
existing universal space, has transferred to the 'High Council',
and the 'High Council' has transferred the information to JHWH
Ptaah, who then informed you through his conversations. Therefore, through this the real truth and the course of things is given,
as they truly correspond to the facts. So given, for your information and knowledge and also for all those who are bearers of the
truth on planet Earth.
1:04 a.m. We, the ARAHAT ATHERSATA, therefore issue the word to you
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in order to proclaim to you in a short declaration that all kinds of
machinations of a dishonest form, by those borne on planet
Earth, are of no rightness at all, who in truthlessness and truthfalsification as well as in evil-natured untruth claim that human
beings of Earth would stay in contact with us or the PETALE level.
Equally, untruth and unrightness apply there where assertions
are equally made and supported that Earth human beings would
stay in contact with human life forms from worlds other than
from Earth. By the same token, this also applies to assertions
of those who themselves boast through untruth with supposed
contacts to spirit forms of any kind in this world or the other
world, or terrestrial-foreign worlds of coarse- or fine-fluidal form
and kind. All explanations that had to be made were given to you
through JHWH Ptaah on November 17th and December 1st,
1989 in a talk hereto with you, you who have already begun to
spread this information. The explanations mentioned contain all
necessary information which clearly describe and explain all facts
as such, and to add more to those is of no requirement or necessity, because they leave nothing to be doubted.
…
Billy:
I am glad too. But tell me, Ptaah, what do you think of the fuss
and kerfuffle all around the world? All this which you told me on November
17th and December 1st of last year is actually happening now. Indeed, I am
not astonished or shocked due to that, because I know well enough that
you would never make any predictions that were not right, but nonetheless
it is somehow always appalling how everything comes true and nothing can
be done against it. You said that it would not take very long after the first
signs of peace and freedom had appeared in the various countries around
the globe, before once again, terror and murder and manslaughter would
come about anew, and a further spilling of blood would put the human beings
into a state of anxiety and horror until new wars would break out again.
Thereto you said as well that often hidden, dirty and agitating machinations
of foreign countries would have to be blamed, which would infiltrate the diverse countries with dirty packs of agents for the purpose of intrigues and
for the creation of confusion and unpeace and to the upbuilding of anarchism
and terror. Now it actually has come to the point in the so-called free countries
all over, that all hell is breaking loose even more so, creating terror everywhere, furthering a spilling of blood, unsatisfaction and anarchism, no matter
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whether it is in the GDR (German Democratic Republic = East Germany),
Romania, Lithuania, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary or
Armenia, Erevan, Azerbaijan or others. Everywhere this damn terror is made
and it is shouted for blood. Mikhail Gorbachev especially is the greatest
victim, because he – through his fair thinking and acting, through his putting
Perestroika and Glasnost into action – is the one who brought freedom in
an enormous form and was an ideal for many countries which followed suit.
In return, however, he is now being deceived and getting into a hell of a
mess because the populace has been incited by the foreign pack of agents,
and therefore he has become the bogeyman. The whole thing is escalating
and getting out of control, and it has already come to the point where the
straitened governments have no other choice, than to re-establish order with
military and armed force. If this, however, goes further with this insane framework of terror and anarchy, incited by the population and the dirty pack of
agents, then it will come to blows very soon, and the greatest civil wars will
rage across the countries. And then it's not a far cry from the third world war,
particularly not if those responsible for all the terror can dirtily 'potter about',
without being able to put a stop to their lousy activities.

in view of which one must not remain silent. Actually, the whole world should
realise the discrepancy of the entire American propaganda machine of freedom slogans on the one hand, and the contradictory actions concerning capital punishment and the warmongering machinations and criminal assaults
on foreign countries on the other hand, but this is unfortunately not the case;
and indeed on the one hand because certain countries are dependent on
America – for both the military and the civilian sectors – and on the other
hand also because America is feared. Known only too well is that America
does not shrink back from any machinations whatsoever when an advantage
can be attained for the USA.

Ptaah: Your words really are truth-bearing regarding the current threat you
have mentioned. The irrationality and excess of all those who stir up trouble
and revolution with Gewalt through anarchism and terror in all politically
changing countries, lead thereto that a great spilling of blood will come over
them and over many others and, furthermore, over uninvolved and innocent
people, which has already begun today.
Billy:
Surely in Russia, near the Persian border? This is where it will come
to blows because the terror of the population is greatest there. Presumably
the army, which has been sent to the area, will have no other choice but to
use the force of weapons to re-establish order, or attempt to do so in a way
that requires the use of weapons, and many people will have to pay with
their blood and lives for their irrationality and their terror (terrorism), wherefore
once again, all those lunatics, revolting ones, as well as the ill and false
humanitarians, along with the help of the Western powers, will nonsensically
place the responsibility on the Russian government, even though it simply
does exactly what every other government would do. But because it is Russia,
the others pick on it, while everyone keeps silent about the criminal assault
by the Americans on Panama, along with all their other criminal activities
before and after through the Americans, or even praise and support them.
I don't want to get involved in politics, far be it from me, but these are facts

Ptaah: Now you are talking dangerous words as you heard them also from
me on December 1st of last year.
Billy:
That may be so, but it is the truth. Certainly, many terrible things
and machinations are also originating from all other countries of Earth, but
in these things America is really the non plus ultra. It has no rival, also concerning lies, swindle, cheat, and terrible machinations of the dirtiest kind in
order to suppress the truth, as this is especially the case concerning me and
my contacts with all of you. And this quite apart from the fact of the incredible
lies of all those many Americans who cheatingly claim of having contacts
with you or with other extraterrestrial human beings or spirit forms, and so
forth. The impertinence of all these dirty creatures knows no limits, and they
are probably the greatest and slimiest "Hundsfotte" here and even beyond
our universe. This, I really do want to state thoroughly and clearly once again
in this conversation. As I have already previously said, such liars, swindlers
and cheaters also exist in many other countries, particularly in countries such
as Germany, Spain, Italy and France, but, with only few exceptions, the
people of these countries are in no way able to hold a candle – in this respect
– to the lying Americans. The victims are those Americans who are open
and honest, and who honestly try to be a human being, to find the truth and
live according to the creational-natural laws and recommendations.
Ptaah: PETALE and ARAHAT ATHERSATA spoke of this as well. Through
them the truth was revealed, and no further explanations are really necessary.
Our conversations on November 17th and December 1st of last year also
contained all the necessary explanations, descriptions and facts, therefore
we do not need further words of clarification, at least not for the moment.
Billy:

This is of correctness, if I want to react to your words with Quetzal's
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phrase. Nonetheless, however, I have a great need, once again, to call all the
penetrating and slimy contact liars, contact swindlers and contact cheaters,
as well as the liars, swindlers and cheaters, etc., who claim to be extraterrestrials themselves, among other things, what they really are, namely nothing
else but the most despicable "Hundsfotte" of the entire universe who have
not the slightest spark of decency in them, let alone that they would have
one iota of respect for the truth or even for the love and greatness of the
Creation, because how else would it come that they were so disgracefully
audacious to treat the truth abominably and claim, with the most blatant lie,
that they would have contacts to material life forms other than to human
beings on planet Earth, and to fine-fluidal life forms of other-worldly or extraterrestrial or of a purely spiritual nature. And all this, even though it should be
clear to any merely halfway rational human being that all the liars, swindlers,
cheaters, and the human being on Earth in general, is neither evolved enough
nor capable in any wise at all, of building up such contacts, not to mention
maintaining them.

other lunatics, are liars, swindlers and cheaters has now been fully confirmed
by PETALE and ARAHAT ATHERSATA, and indirectly by the 'High Council' as
well.

Ptaah: These are additional words that correspond to the truth, however
I think we have discussed all these concerns sufficiently, and from our side
there is nothing more to be explained. If we did so nevertheless, we would
only get unnecessarily agitated, as this happened to us uncontrollably about
50 days ago, on December 1st.
Billy:
You are right with this, and it would probably be better not to grapple
with it any longer, although I still would have more to say, and also wanted
to say, concerning the mendacious, defamatory and cheating machinations
of all those Americans who show a "Hundsfotte-like" Wesen and behaviour
and also think and act suchlike. They really have no decency, no honour in
dignity or respect, let alone honesty, venerability or anything else which
would show positive value. When I just think of – which also happens, but
much less frequently in other countries, in countries foreign to America –
how my texts are being stolen, copied, wrongly or partly wrongly translated,
and spread for a lot of money which also applies also to all of my photos,
etc., then this says clearly and precisely to me that all those criminal creatures
who fall into the designated categories, do not yet deserve the name "human
being." Which also holds true for those who have the audacity to lyingly call
themselves contactees of yours or PETALE, ARAHAT ATHERSATA, of higher
spirit forms, the 'High Council' or of those from the other world, or other
such life forms who are not of a purely material, terrestrial-human nature.
And that all of them, all the supposed contactees, mediums, channelers and

Ptaah: That is the case, however the 'High Council' confirms the fact of
being in concordance with PETALE and ARAHAT ATHERSATA and with us
not only indirectly, because I am obliged to inform you on its behalf that it,
as well, is having no contacts whatsoever with any human life forms from
or on Earth, since it would be absolutely impossible due to the low evolutionary level of all human beings living on Earth – except for your person,
you, however, who does not make use of this connection-possibility and leaves
it to me in all honour in dignity to maintain this contact-possibility, although
you would be more appropriately entitled to it and since time immemorial
would also have the possibility to do so.
Billy:
You talk too much. Once we were one with each other, it was on
our Great Journey, that we would keep these and several other things a
secret.
…
Ptaah: … But this is not of importance, however, indeed more likely this,
that the record clearly and precisely has to be set straight, that neither we
nor you, or your groups, are racially hostile or otherwise racially discriminating
or racialistic. This, we are, all of us, in no kind and wise, although various
calumniators of terrestrial human nature claim this to be the case, especially
Americans and America-friendly persons of other country’s nationalities.
This, however, only because we distance ourselves from America and cannot
have any connection with this country and its inhabitants, wherefore the
reasons have already been mentioned several times. These recent lies and
calumnies, originating, of course, once again in America, have been spreading
in the USA for several days now, and so it won't be long before this further
calumniation campaign will spread to Europe and the rest of the world. Thereupon, I would like to prepare you and your group and ask all of you not to
take it to heart, because it is never and in no wise worthwhile getting agitated
over lies, calumniations and other dishonest, mendacious and characterless
machinations by those who are villainous, insidious and otherwise vile in
their character.
Billy:

This, I also have always handled like that and have pointed it out
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to the group members as well. As for me, I only laugh about lies, swindles and
cheats and calumniations of all kinds. Furthermore, I know from experience
that calumnies, lies and other terrible things I and the group have maliciously
been imputed with, always were for our benefit and brought us immeasurably great success freely adapted from the principle, "Whoever is of low
enough intelligence to disparage the next one, to want to do harm to him/her,
to make up lies about him/her and to calumniate him/her, need not be surprised when the calumniated one and the insulted one, reaps great success
and riches therethrough." This is a fact which has proven to be true for us
again and again, since particularly I and my work are being calumniated, and
everything is being dragged through the mud. In spite of this, I would like
to agree with your words that neither I nor the group members are racists
or otherwise racially discriminating ones. All people are equal to us, no matter
what race or skin colour or language etc. they belong to. Neither does it matter
to us in the least what their nationality is, and so therefore also not the politics.
If we however, just like you, distance ourselves from Americans and Israelis,
then this has other background reasons. However, this distancing only refers
thereto that we hold ourselves back from all those dirty elements of whom
we know that they are characterless scalawags and other antisocial people.
Those Americans and Israelis who are decent and truly searching for the
truth and likewise striving for the truth and living accordingly, we never put
obstacles in their way, however, and many can prove this. We correspond
with them and maintain hearty, good and friendly contacts and very often also
have a cordial togetherness. Unfortunately, this has always again and again
been made use of by slimy toadies and other useless antisocial people, subsequently resulting in more unpleasantness and new lies and tirades of hatred,
which are thought up and produced by these characterless scalawags, because they simply cannot accept that their lies, greed-for-profit-machinations,
contact cheatings, channeling lies and other swindlings and medium rubbish
and who the-devil-knows what other nonsense, will be equally disclosed by
us, as their mendacious supposed being human, their hypocritical inadequacy
and their various dirty machinations with regard to lies, cheating and swindle
for the purpose of the own profit in psychic or material form, always to the disadvantage of the fellow human beings. They are the Americans and Israelis
we simply ignore and resist against. Therefore, the Americans and Israelis
are particularly mentioned, because it is they who stand at the forefront with
their terrible machinations worldwide, far ahead and with a wide and great
gap from the next ones. Therefore, because specially in these aforementioned
concerns and besides other things, the Americans and Israelis stand at the
forefront, therefore we do not endeavour in a special measure to make pro-

paganda for the mission in America, as the same is the case with Israel. According to their own convenience, un-understanding and sense for profit,
they deny and falsify our writings and the truth to the greatest extent, without
having the slightest scruples thereby. They build up calumnies, lies, cheatings
and swindle, so that such shameless impertinence makes one's hair stand
on end. What else were we to do, therefore, but to behave as required, just
as you do. Now really enough of this, because we do not have to vindicate
ourselves, and the fact that we are not racists or anything similar, is best
known to those who consciously and unjustly accuse us of such things, and
who spread such calumnies all over the world, simply because they are
themselves the worst screamers, inhumane ones, misanthropists and abnormal ones, so therefore racial haters and the worst sort of racists.
Ptaah: And in this respect America stands again, along with South Africa,
at the front line.
Billy:
Exactly. One need only think of what America has done and still
does today to the Native Americans. Their rights are tread down upon with
the feet and disparagingly trampled into the dirt, let alone all of the other
terrible things that appear. One simply has to think also of how people were
kidnapped in Africa and in other countries a long time ago and brought to
America, where they were miserably enslaved, mistreated and removed
from any human rights; how these human beings were was persecuted
because of their skin colour and even today they are being persecuted, mistreated, locked up and hunted and murdered as outlaws through sects and
criminal organisations, such as the Ku Klux Klan, then it is not only enough
to make one's blood boil, but the naked dread and the icy horror is racing
up inside of oneself. Who can be astonished, that in this country the great
masses still vehemently take a stand for the preservation of the death penalty
and let loose a blood-craving roaring of joy when a human being is executed,
or when the military, criminally and in a warlike wise, invades foreign countries, or when Intelligence Officials and other agents commit political murder
or simply deceitful murder, in order to prevent those from speaking up who
have the courage to shout the truth into the world. Something that can also
happen to me, because I can neither keep my trap shut nor can I leave these
dirty machinations unnamed.
Ptaah: You voice a true word, but this word is actually dangerous, because
to voice the truth in this form means great danger. Those spoken of do not
feel happy about knowing such facts to be openly verbalised.
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Billy:
I know that I evoke therewith still more enemies for myself and
danger for my life.
Ptaah: This is actually the case, because your words correspond completely to the truth, and the guilty ones do not like to hear it.
Billy:
What is said is said, and I don't have to take back one word. Finally,
someone must voice the truth and, well, that's now me – although it could
become rather unpleasant for me. But now really enough of this …

Hundsfott = (an individual's character called a "Hundsfott" is without any
decency; it is cowardly, rotten and morally detestable and extremely contemptible)
Translation update:
Mariann Uehlinger with the kind help of Bruce Lulla
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